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Endotoxin contamination has been the bane of the bioprocessing industry since its inception. Endotoxins are everywhere: They are toxic and/or interfere with every type of therapeutic, diagnostic, and research product; they are indestructible within the limits of product tolerance; and they are difficult to remove (1–4). Beyond that, they interact with various biological species in ways that prevent accurate measurement (5, 6).

Managing these issues has been a focus of the industry for at least half a century, yet it still too often falls short of manufacturing controls necessary to satisfy regulators (7, 8). It is even more of a problem with diagnostic and research products because their preparation generally involves fewer controls. Development of new endotoxin removal methods thus remains a subject of persistent interest.

Endotoxin removal methods typically focus on particular regions of an endotoxin molecule. Positively charged chromatography media historically have dominated the field. Examples include traditional anion exchangers and a number of multimodal electropositive adsorbents such as histidine, polymixin B, and Capto Adhere and Toyopearl NH2-750F media (9–13). These methods focus on the negatively charged oxygen atoms associated with the carboxyl and phosphoryl residues of the core polysaccharide and lipid A regions of the molecule (Figure 1).

In many cases, multimodals support more effective endotoxin removal than traditional anion exchangers, but they have two limitations: They bind many proteins, and their effectiveness is dramatically altered by variations in pH and conductivity. These limitations have their least impact with alkaline proteins such as IgG1 monoclonal antibodies that flow through columns at mildly alkaline pH and low conductivity. Endotoxins bind well under such conditions. Increasing conductivity or reducing pH to enable antibody flow-through tends to compromise endotoxin binding in parallel.

Biological affinity chromatography with a recombinant version of the protein that enables the Limulus amoebocyte lysate (LAL) test also exploits the core polysaccharide and lipid A regions (14) of endotoxins. It bears the same conveniences of other biological ligands: exquisite selectivity, no need for sample equilibration, and minimal development burden. But it also shares their burdens: elevated expense and intolerance of rigorous sanitization conditions.

The metal affinity of the core polysaccharide and lipid A phosphoryl groups can be exploited with either hydroxyapatite (HA) or immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC). Endotoxin phosphoryl residues have especially high affinity for the calcium component of
Figure 1: Endotoxin basic structure and chemical potentials

In many cases, MULTIMODALS support more effective endotoxin removal than traditional anion exchangers, but they have two limitations. They bind many proteins, and their effectivity is dramatically altered by variations in pH and conductivity.

hydroxyapatite (15). They also bind iron, aluminum, copper, and zinc ions, among other metal ions (16). Proteins that elute from HA in chloride salts at low phosphate concentration support the best endotoxin removal. IMAC is more complex due to the necessity of selecting and binding metals in addition to the usual tasks of method development, but it also tolerates high salt concentrations.

Hydrophobic-interaction chromatography might be expected to target the hydrophobicity of the O- and N-linked fatty acids of the lipid A region, but it has not proven competitive. The high salt conditions required for protein binding copromote formation of stable self-associations among endotoxins that make the lipid A region inaccessible. The only method that effectively exploits hydrophobicity of lipid A at present involves addition of the Triton X114 surfactant (17). Incubation at room temperature to promote association with lipid A is followed by refrigeration that causes the detergent to gelatinize, facilitating its removal with still-associated endotoxin.

All these methods leave the largest and most exposed part of the endotoxin molecule unexploited: the O-antigen, also known as the O-polysaccharide. It consists of repeating groups of sugars that can extend up to 100 nm from the core polysaccharide. For reference, this is eight times the longest dimension of IgG. The O-antigen generally has no charged residues, no residues by which metal affinity ligands might interact, and no hydrophobic residues, but it is highly enriched in hydrogen donors and acceptors.

The O-antigen behaves in aqueous solutions like the hydrophilic tail of a surfactant whereas the lipid A region behaves like the hydrophobic head. Endotoxin associations lack the symmetry of surfactant micelles because of their complex coreactions with metal ions, proteins, and other species. Instead, they produce ribbons, sheets, and less ordered structures into the millions of Daltons, but the net result remains the same: They restrict steric access to the core polysaccharide and lipid A regions while they enhance exposure of the O-antigen.

This article discusses two new approaches to endotoxin removal. One describes a methodological enhancement to anion-exchange chromatography that eliminates the need for sample equilibration. Traditionally, it exploits the negatively charged residues of the core polysaccharide and lipid A regions. The other method uses a new adsorbent that exploits hydrogen bonding with the O-antigen. Its selectivity and capacity are unaffected by pH, conductivity, chelating agents, surfactants, and organic solvents. These approaches are procedurally complementary in addition to being chemically complementary, so they offer powerful combined endotoxin reduction.

Overcoming Dependency of Anion Exchange on Sample Composition

Two modes of operating ion exchangers are well known: bind-elute and flow-through. Both terms refer to the behavior of the product of interest. Both modes require advance equilibration of a sample. A third operational mode represents a special case of flow-through mode: void exclusion (18). It fractionates on the basis of size in addition to charge interactions, and it does not require sample equilibration.

Anion exchange in void-exclusion mode (VEAX) limits sample volume per cycle to the same volume as the column void, the space between the particles. This corresponds to about 40% of a gravity-packed bed. Proteins with the same charge as the exchanger are repelled and unable to enter any of the particle pores, so they travel exclusively through the void volume and elute first. IgG is a good example. Unbound but nonexcluded proteins diffuse into and out of particle pores. This gives them a longer flow path and causes them to travel through the column at a slower rate than proteins that travel exclusively through the void.

Buffers and salts flow more slowly than unbound proteins because they
have access to pores that are too small for proteins. As with buffer-exclusion chromatography on size-exclusion media, salts exit the column after the void fraction. This is important because it liberates VEAX users from the need to equilibrate a sample before chromatography. Samples eluted from bioaffinity columns at extreme pH can be applied to VEAX without adjustment. Samples at 2.0 M NaCl from a multimodal cation exchanger can be applied without adjustment. Samples under physiological conditions — for example, those drawn directly from cell culture — can be applied without adjustment. VEAX works even with samples applied in 1 M guanidine.

Endotoxins, DNA, virus, and acidic proteins, if present, bind strongly and can mostly be eluted later with a pulse of 1–2 M NaCl. Cleaning with 1 M NaOH removes any stubborn remnant. Figure 2 diagrams VEAX fractionation and shows an example with protein A purified IgG. Figure 3 illustrates chromatograms of VEAX performed on an IgG1-containing cell culture harvest, with analytical size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) profiles before and after VEAX. VEAX also works well with VHH, Fab, and F(ab′)2 (Figure 4).

Beyond simplifying workflows, unrestricted tolerance of sample composition has special importance for proteins that form stable associations with endotoxins. It enables sample pretreatment with one or more dissociative additives. As a sample advances through the column, product liberated by the dissociating agent(s) of interest is excluded to the void volume. Some endotoxin that was previously associated with the product typically elutes with the dissociating agent(s). Otherwise, it remains bound to the exchanger.

The dissociating agent(s) can be any small molecule: urea, arginine, guanidine, sodium chloride, organic solvents, surfactants, or combinations at any concentrations necessary to release a product from its association with an endotoxin (19). But this raises the question: Why doesn’t the protein reassociate with the endotoxin at the void front as dissociating agents are left behind? Reassociation is thought to be blocked competitively by the anion exchanger. Dissociated endotoxins at the void front are attracted more strongly to the massively electropositive chromatography surface than they are to the comparatively less electropositive proteins excluded to the void volume.

Development of column conditions is simple. Start by equilibrating the column in the absence of salt at the highest pH at which the product of
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**Figure 2:** Stages of anion exchange in void-exclusion mode (VEAX) and VEAX of protein A–purified human monoclonal IgG1; chromatogram redrawn from (18).

**Figure 3:** VEAX of monoclonal IgG1 from cell culture harvest with analytical size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) profiles; chromatograms redrawn from (18).

**Figure 4:** VEAX of a papain digest to product Fab, with analytical SEC profiles; chromatograms redrawn from (18).
VEAX removes 2–4 logs of endotoxin, DNA, and viruses, and it also achieves substantial antibody purification. Aggregates are highly reduced, and the only significant impurity class is excess light chain (Figure 3). Similar results are achieved with Fab, F(ab’)2, VHH (Figure 4), and generally with alkaline peptides and proteins; however, do not rely on isoelectric point (pI) as a guide. Charge distribution is more important. An IgM with a pI of 9.1 failed to elute even at pH 6.0 because negative charges localized on its Fc regions caused it to bind the anion exchanger (18).

Q-Antigen Binding Through Hydrogen Bonding

Identifying a solid phase with ability to bind solutes exclusively by hydrogen bonding is a challenge because the ligand has to compete with all the hydrogen bonding occurring among water molecules. Nature provides some guidance in the form of nucleotide base pairs that maintain integrity of DNA by hydrogen bonding despite being solubilized in an aqueous environment. Hydrogen bonding between as few as four base pairs is enough to maintain stability. The next level of the challenge is to obtain a sufficiently high surface density of hydrogen donors/acceptors to enable high capacity adsorption. Nature provides guidance here as well: crystals.

All these conditions are met by a naturally occurring compound known as allantoin: (2,5-dioxo-4-imidazolidinyl) urea. Allantoin is a nonionic eukaryotic metabolite formed by oxidation of uric acid during the breakdown of DNA (Figure 5). It occurs at trace concentrations as a soluble intermediate in human physiology. It forms 500-nm cuboid crystals at concentrations above 0.56%. These crystals exhibit picomolar affinity for endotoxins (K_a = 1.0 x 10^10 M^-1) under physiological conditions — higher than for all known antiendotoxic peptides, endotoxin-binding proteins, and other engineered endotoxin adsorbents (20–22). Binding capacity is estimated at 80 million endotoxin units per gram of crystals.
Allantoin’s affinity for larger assemblages also manifests in disproportionate REMOVAL of aggregates and virus.

Figure 7 shows that allantoin crystals maintain 2–4 logs of endotoxin removal from pH 3.5 to 9.5. Endotoxin removal also tolerates the presence of 20% glycerol, 20% ethanol, 20% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 10% detergent, 2 M NaCl, and even 6 M guanidine. These findings eliminate metal affinity, electrostatic, and hydrophobic interactions from the possible mechanism of binding. Urea, diazolidinyl urea, and formamidine—all amide-containing compounds—competitively blocked endotoxin binding. Amides are uncharged but effective hydrogen donors.

These results support the conclusion that endotoxin binding is mediated through exposed amide residues on allantoin crystal surfaces. Allantoin binding sites on endotoxins are dominated by the sugars of the O-antigen. However, carboxyls, phosphates, and free electron pairs on ethanolaminyl nitrogen residues (if present) enable hydrogen bonding by the core polysaccharide and lipid-A regions (Figure 1). Experimental data further indicate accumulation of endotoxin double layers on allantoin crystal surfaces. Figure 6 illustrates a hypothesis consistent with these data: The O-antigen region is bound to the allantoin crystal surface, exposing its lipid-A region to the solvent, thereby creating a strongly hydrophobic substrate for secondary binding to the lipid-A regions of other endotoxin molecules.

Binding capacity for proteins smaller than 100 kDa is nil and contributes to high recovery, regardless of whether the protein is acidic or alkaline, hydrophobic or hydrophilic. Losses increase with protein size but remain moderate at allantoin concentrations of 10% or less. Figure 4 shows the relationship between endotoxin reduction and protein recovery for polyclonal IgG. On the plus side, allantoin’s affinity for larger assemblages also manifests in disproportionate aggregate removal and reduction of virus. Dengue, influenza virus, and phage are reduced by 3 logs (23, 24).

Method development requires nothing more than adding allantoin crystals to the target protein solution. Start with a default of 10%. If losses are excessive for large proteins, consider checking lower concentrations. Reaction kinetics essentially are instantaneous, probably because of the high affinity constant. Remove the endotoxin-loaded crystals by sedimentation or filtration. Select the concentration that achieves the best balance of endotoxin reduction and protein recovery. If indications suggest product binding to endotoxin, evaluate addition of dissociating compounds in combination with allantoin.

Allantoin has yet to become established in production of research, diagnostic, and therapeutic recombinant proteins, but it comes to the field with a solid pedigree. Toxicity concerns are allayed by its being a normal human metabolite. It is widely accepted by regulators worldwide as an additive to over-the-counter drugs, shampoos, toothpastes, and skin care products. Industrial quantities are produced exclusively through synthetic processes. It is USP listed (25), and several high-sensitivity assays have been published for documenting its removal from IgG-containing solutions and purification process intermediates (26–28).

These capabilities recommend the combination of allantoin and VEAX as a ROUTINE PLATFORM approach for purification of low-endotoxin research antibodies. At laboratory scale, a follow-on SEC step can remove enough of the remaining contaminants to meet standards for in vivo use. The sample-loading capacity of SEC is limited, but it requires no sample preparation and offers the ability to dissociate endotoxins from proteins that bind them. Its ability to remove 3 logs of virus simultaneously is another bonus. In fact, its range of operating conditions overlaps with common virus-inactivation methods, offering an opportunity to combine allantoin coprecipitation with low pH or solvent-detergent inactivation—an ability that ultimately could prove as valuable as endotoxin removal.

For alkaline proteins, combining allantoin coprecipitation with VEAX offers extraordinary capabilities where ultra-low endotoxin levels may be needed; for example, where there may be gross endotoxin contamination or where endotoxins may be stably associated with the target protein. VEAX offers the same ease of sample preparation and tolerance of dissociating conditions as allantoin but adds 3 logs of DNA removal and compounds the ability of allantoin to remove endotoxins, viruses, and aggregates. The allantoin step meanwhile facilitates VEAX by removing contaminants that might foul or consume the endotoxin-binding capacity of an anion exchanger.

These capabilities recommend the combination of allantoin and VEAX as a routine platform approach for purification of low-endotoxin research antibodies. At laboratory scale, a follow-on SEC step can remove enough of the remaining contaminants to meet standards for in vivo use. The sample-loading capacity of SEC is limited, but it requires no sample preparation and offers the ability to dissociate endotoxins from proteins that bind them. Its ability to remove 3 logs of virus simultaneously is another bonus. In fact, its range of operating conditions overlaps with common virus-inactivation methods, offering an opportunity to combine allantoin coprecipitation with low pH or solvent-detergent inactivation—an ability that ultimately could prove as valuable as endotoxin removal.

For alkaline proteins, combining allantoin coprecipitation with VEAX offers extraordinary capabilities where ultra-low endotoxin levels may be needed; for example, where there may be gross endotoxin contamination or where endotoxins may be stably associated with the target protein. VEAX offers the same ease of sample preparation and tolerance of dissociating conditions as allantoin but adds 3 logs of DNA removal and compounds the ability of allantoin to remove endotoxins, viruses, and aggregates. The allantoin step meanwhile facilitates VEAX by removing contaminants that might foul or consume the endotoxin-binding capacity of an anion exchanger.

These capabilities recommend the combination of allantoin and VEAX as a ROUTINE PLATFORM approach for purification of low-endotoxin research antibodies.
equilibration, it requires virtually no method development, and it offers the critical feature of supporting rigorous NaOH treatment. Precleaning the SEC column with NaOH ensures that endotoxins do not return to a sample from which they have previously been removed.

For commercial-scale purification of research and diagnostic antibodies, allantoin paired with VEAX also can be used in place of protein A or protein G. It involves a larger number of cycles but fewer buffers and no expensive chromatography media. The follow-on SEC step can be replaced by faster-throughput, higher-capacity methods such as multimodal anion exchange, cation exchange, or HA to remove of free light chain. In the simpler case of removing endotoxins from already-purified proteins, allantoin, VEAX, or both can be applied according to the opportunity and needs of the situation.
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